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Abstract

Representation learning on text-attributed
graphs (TAGs), where nodes are represented
by textual descriptions, is crucial for textual
and relational knowledge systems and recom-
mendation systems. Currently, state-of-the-art
embedding methods for TAGs primarily focus
on fine-tuning language models (e.g., BERT)
using structure-aware training signals. While
effective, these methods are tailored for individ-
ual TAG and cannot generalize across various
graph scenarios. Given the shared textual space,
leveraging multiple TAGs for joint fine-tuning,
aligning text and graph structure from different
aspects, would be more beneficial. Motivated
by this, we introduce a novel Unified Graph
Language Model (UniGLM) framework, the
first graph embedding model that generalizes
well to both in-domain and cross-domain TAGs.
Specifically, UniGLM is trained over multiple
TAGs with different domains and scales using
self-supervised contrastive learning. UniGLM
includes an adaptive positive sample selection
technique for identifying structurally similar
nodes and a lazy contrastive module that is
devised to accelerate training by minimizing
repetitive encoding calculations. Extensive
empirical results across 9 benchmark TAGs
demonstrate UniGLM’s efficacy against lead-
ing embedding baselines in terms of general-
ization (various downstream tasks and back-
bones) and transfer learning (in and out of
domain scenarios). The code is available at
https://github.com/NYUSHCS/UniGLM.

1 Introduction

Text-attributed graphs (TAGs) have been widely
adopted to represent complex relationships be-
tween textual entities in real-world textual and re-
lational knowledge systems, including social me-
dia, recommendation systems, and knowledge base.
Unlike standard graphs, nodes in TAGs are rep-
resented by text attributes. A typical example is
academic citation network, where nodes represent

scientific papers and edges indicate citations. To
learn from TAGs, graph embedding (GE) (Perozzi
et al., 2014; Grover and Leskovec, 2016; Zhang
et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2020), which maps nodes
into embedding vectors that preserve both textual
and structure information, has recently garnered
significant attention.

Prior GE studies (He et al., 2024; Chen et al.,
2024) on TAGs primarily focus on two stages: text
transformation and graph structure modeling. In
the first stage, text attributes are transformed into
numerical feature vectors via shallow embedding
models such as Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013)
and Bag-of-Words (BoW) (Harris, 1954). Subse-
quently, the transformed node features, along with
graph structure, are often fed into graph neural net-
works (GNNs) (Kipf and Welling, 2016a; Zhou
et al., 2020) for structural analysis. Although these
methods are straightforward, they may be subop-
timal in effectively integrating text semantics and
structure knowledge.

In recent years, there has been a notable shift
in interest from shallow models to pretrained lan-
guage models (PLMs) such as BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019). The high-level idea is to jointly learn text
knowledge and graph structure within a single en-
coder, either by developing nested graph-BERT
architectures (Yang et al., 2021) or by designing
structure-aware training signals (Chien et al., 2022;
Jin et al., 2023). Despite their popularity, these
methods face limitations in generalization capa-
bility because they fine-tune the BERT model for
a single particular TAG, making it ineffective for
transferring to other TAGs for representation learn-
ing. Given that text attributes provide a unified
semantic space across different TAGs, leveraging
multiple TAGs for a joint fine-tuning is a promising
yet under-explored research direction, supported
by the scaling law (Kaplan et al., 2020).

However, training a unified BERT model for
multiple TAGs presents several challenges. Firstly,
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extracting effective structural information across
various graph scenarios while maintaining their
unique statistics for LM fine-tuning is difficult.
Given the diversity and variability of TAGs, local
structures such as node degrees and global struc-
tures within the graph vary from nodes to nodes
and graphs to graphs. Secondly, directly combin-
ing multiple TAGs for joint BERT training may
suffer from memory and training efficiency issues
due to the non i.i.d. nature of graphs. Unlike pure
text-based LM training, textual nodes in TAGs are
strongly correlated with one another. Consequently,
anchor nodes and their structurally similarly neigh-
bors need to be processed by BERT simultaneously,
leading to significant trade-offs in computational
and memory consumption.

To address the aforementioned challenges, we
propose a novel unified graph language model
(UniGLM) framework, the first self-supervised lan-
guage model pre-training method tailored for mul-
tiple TAGs. The key idea is to enhance language
model’s (e.g., BERT) graph embedding capabil-
ity by fine-tuning it using large scale, diverse and
cross-domain text-to-structure knowledge based on
contrastive learning. Specifically, to tackle the first
challenge, we introduce an adaptive positive sam-
ple selection technique that identifies positive sam-
ples by considering each node’s local, global, and
graph-specific contexts. This sampling strategy is
personalized and can effectively align textual nodes
and their important neighbors well across different
TAGs. To address the second challenge, we devise
a dynamic memory bank to encode positive sam-
ples off-the-fly, thereby accelerating the training
speed by avoiding repetitive encoding of positive
samples’ text attributes via BERT. Our major con-
tributions are summarized below.
• We explore the development of a generalist em-

bedding model for TAGs and introduce UniGLM,
a novel language model pre-training framework
tailored for a set of TAGs. To the best of our
knowledge, UniGLM is the first graph embed-
ding foundation model for TAGs.

• We propose an adaptive positive sample selection
method for sampling positive samples of each
node for contrastive learning. Unlike standard
sampling strategies, our personalized scheme
identifies positive samples based on nodes’ lo-
cal, global, and graph-related contexts, thereby
unifying graph structures across various TAGs.

• We devise a simple yet effective dynamic embed-

ding table scheme to encode sampled positive
samples off-the-fly during mini-batch training.
By maintaining an external memory bank to up-
date and retrieval embeddings of positives ex-
amples, we accelerate the training process using
historical embeddings as supervision.

• We conducted extensive experiments on 9 bench-
mark TAGs of varying sizes and domains. Empir-
ical results show that UniGLM not only outper-
forms state-of-the-art graph embedding models
across various downstream tasks (node classifica-
tion and link prediction) and backbones (GNNs
and MLPs), but also can generate informative
embeddings for unseen TAGs.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce notations, formulate
the research problem, and illustrate the motivation
behind learning from multiple TAGs.
Notations and Problem Formulation. We are
given m TAGs, denoted as {Gi|i = 1, 2, ...,m},
where Gi = (V, T ,A) represents the i-th TAG
with ni nodes. V is the set of nodes and A ∈
Rni×ni is the adjacency matrix. Each node v ∈ V
is associated with a textual attribute Tv, and T =
{Tv | v ∈ V} represents the set of these attributes.
TAG Embedding. Given a TAG Gi = (V, T ,A),
a standard embedding model aims to learn a graph
encoder fi that maps nodes in Gi into embedding
vectors, preserving both textual (T ) and structure
(A) knowledge. Therefore, for m TAGs, traditional
methods will learn m independent graph encoders,
denoted as {fi}mi=1.
Motivation. Learning one graph encoder for each
particular TAG is the de facto standard in state-of-
the-art graph embedding literature. However, we
argue that this setting is suboptimal for two main
reasons. i) Deployment inefficiency. As discussed
above, this learning procedure requires the devel-
opment of m separate graph encoders for all TAGs,
significantly increasing the deployment and mainte-
nance costs in practice. ii) Limited performance.
Given the shared textual space across various TAGs,
pre-training a language model for a single TAG is
inherently less effective because it cannot leverage
the text-to-structural knowledge across TAGs. Ac-
cording to the scaling law (Kaplan et al., 2020),
incorporating more structure-aware textual knowl-
edge for collaborative language model fine-tuning
may be advantageous.

Motivated by this, we aim to explore learning
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Figure 1: The proposed UniGLM framework. The UniGLM framework trains a unified graph encoder across
multiple TAGs using contrastive learning, instead of learning separate language models for each TAG. To ensure
effective and efficient textual-to-structure alignment, we introduce an adaptive positive sample selection scheme and
a lazy contrastive strategy. UniGLM serves as a foundational embedding model for TAGs, consistently delivering
strong performance across various downstream tasks and backbones.

from multiple TAGs, as follows.
Learning on Multiple TAGs. Given a set of TAGs
{Gi|i = 1, 2, ...,m}, our objective is to develop
a single unified graph encoder f , such that the
textual-to-structure knowledge across m TAGs is
collectively preserved within the embedding space.

3 The Proposed Method

In this section, we present the details of UniGLM,
as depicted in Figure 1. First, we introduce the
contrastive-based collective language model pre-
training pipeline in Section 3.1. Then, in Sec-
tion 3.2, we elaborate on the methodology to adap-
tively select positive samplesfor collaborative train-
ing. Finally, in Section 3.3, we introduce a simple
but effective optimization strategy (Embedding Ta-
ble) to accelerate our learning process.

3.1 The Overall Pipeline of Collaborative
Language Model Pre-training

Learning from multiple TAGs is challenging due
to the heterogeneity of textual attributes and graph
structures. Existing methods address this challenge
by either employing GNN-nested transformer, as
seen in Graphformers (Yang et al., 2021) to capture
both textual attributes and their correlations among
nodes, or by adopting structure-aware objectives
to fine-tune LMs (Chien et al., 2022). While the
former approach is effective, it may encounter ef-
ficiency issues due to the combination of GNNs
and Transformers. Conversely, the latter approach
is computationally efficient, but it predominantly
focuses on learning from individual TAGs, leaving

joint learning from diverse TAGs relatively under-
explored.

To bridge the gap, we pursue the second direc-
tion by training a unified language model f us-
ing structure-aware learning signals from multiple
TAGs {Gi}mi=1. Specifically, let v represent an ar-
bitrary node across m TAGs, and Tv denote its
corresponding text attribute. The collaborative pre-
training objective for node v is defined as:

Lv = −
∑
u∈Sv

log
exp (sim(f(Tv), f(Tu))/τ)∑

k∈B
exp (sim(f(Tv), f(Tk))/τ)

,

(1)

where Sv denotes the set of structurally similar
nodes to v, B is the sampled batch set in mini-batch
training with v ∈ B, and τ signifies the temperature
parameter. sim(·, ·) is a similarity function such as
the inner product, and f is implemented as BERT
by default, enabling the encoding of text attributes
into embedding vectors. By optimizing Eq. (1), the
language encoder f is trained to generate similar
representations for node v and nodes in Sv, while
simultaneously pushing away the representations
of v and other nodes in the mini-batch set B. No-
tably, as nodes in B are randomly sampled across
m TAGs, Eq. (1) provides a simple yet effective
way to learn from nodes in various scenarios due
to its instance-wise discriminator nature.

While conceptually simple and feasible, learn-
ing through Eq. (1) faces two major challenges
in practice. C1: The structurally similar node
set Sv of v is not well-defined. Given the hetero-
geneity of various TAGs and node-level statistics,
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random sampling based on neighbors may be sub-
optimal for capturing the diversity between nodes
across different TAGs. C2: It presents a trade-off
between model performance and training effi-
ciency. The computational costs of Eq. (1) are de-
termined by the number of positive samples (|Sv|)
and batch size (|B|), as it requires the language
model to encode (|Sv|+ 1)|B| text sequences per
iteration. While reducing the number of positive
samples can accelerate training, it may degrade per-
formance since sufficient structural information is
critical for graph contrastive learning (You et al.,
2020; Zhu et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2024). In Sec-
tion 3.2 and Section 3.3, we introduce two strate-
gies to address these challenges, respectively.

3.2 Adaptive Positive Sample Selection

To extract the structural similar node set Sv of v
in Eq. (1) (C1), the conventional protocol aims to
randomly sample some nodes from v’s neighbors,
i.e., nodes directly connected in the original TAG.
However, this seemingly intuitive approach is sub-
optimal within our learning scenarios, given that
neighborhood distributions frequently exhibit sig-
nificant variability both within and across graphs.
To effectively consolidate critical structure informa-
tion across diverse TAGs, we posit that an advanced
sampling strategy should account for the following
essential factors.
• Local Structure. Leveraging the local neigh-

borhood structure, i.e., directly connected nodes,
constitutes a fundamental design principle of
GNNs (Kipf and Welling, 2016a). To achieve
a unified alignment of text attributes and graph
structures across various TAGs, the local neigh-
bors of nodes are indispensable.

• High-Order Structure. Beyond the local struc-
ture, high-order neighbors are crucial for the
efficacy of graph machine learning (Liu et al.,
2020; Li et al., 2021), particularly for long-tail
nodes (Liu et al., 2021).

• Graph Statistics. Unlike the standard learning
paradigm, learning from multiple TAGs necessi-
tates consideration of the unique characteristics
inherent to each graph. For example, node degree
distributions vary across TAGs, leading to diverse
interpretations of hub nodes. Additionally, node
status are graph-specific and not directly compa-
rable between TAGs.
Motivated by these observations, we propose an

innovative positive sample selection scheme that

adaptively sample structurally similar neighbors
by considering nodes’ local and high-order neigh-
bors, as well as their unique statuses within each
graph. Specifically, we define an Adaptive Positive
Sample selection function AdaPS() as follows:

Sv = AdaPS(Cv,Wv) (2)

where the positive samples candidates set is de-
noted as Cv and the corresponding sampling
weights is denoted as Wv. In each iteration, we
select positive samples from a candidate set Cv,
which is adaptively chosen to emphasize nodes
with more informal, structure-related attributes.
The selection is weighted based on the unique sta-
tistical characteristics of each graph. Next, we will
describe the process of obtaining these candidates
and weights.

Given graph Gi and a central node v, posi-
tive sample candidates set Cv of v is denoted as:
Cv = Cands(v,Gi, t). We define function Cands()
as follows:

Cands(v,Gi, t) =

{
N1(v) +Nh(v) if deg(v), deg(Gi) < t

N1(v) otherwise
(3)

Here, deg(v) represents the degree of node v and
deg(Gi) is the averaged degree of Gi. N1(v) and
Nh(v) denote the first-hop and high-order neighbor
set of v, respectively. For each central node, we
select candidates adaptively by considering both
individual node statistics and overall graph met-
rics. This approach ensures that nodes with local
or high-order structure information are chosen as
candidates properly for each central node with min-
imal noise.

To further take personalized node status into con-
sideration, each node within the candidate set for a
given central node v is assigned a sampling weight.
These weights are calculated using the softmax
function applied to the PageRank scores of the can-
didates as follows.

Wv =

 exp
(

PR(u)
τ

)
∑

k∈Cv
exp

(
PR(k)

τ

) | u ∈ Cv

 (4)

where PR(u) is the PageRank score of node u, and
τ is the temperature parameter that controls the
concentration of the probability distribution. This
strategy ensures that the selection probability of
each candidate is proportionate to their personal-
ized node status, thus effectively leveraging their
structural prominence within the graph.
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Remark. Our design strategically incorporates
both local and higher-order structural information
through the candidate selection function C, enhanc-
ing the depth and accuracy of structural insights in
TAGs. By further integrating the PageRank scores
in our adaptive sampling function S, the model pri-
oritizes key nodes based on their centrality, adapt-
ing effectively to each graph’s unique statistical
characteristics. This comprehensive approach en-
sures robust performance and superior adaptability
across various graph topologies.

3.3 The Lazy Contrastive Module
Another challenge in fine-tuning LMs from mul-
tiple TAGs using Eq. (1) is the efficiency prob-
lem (C2). Given the constraints of GPU memory,
there is a trade-off between the training batch size
and the maximum number of positive samples con-
sidered. Increasing the batch size can accelerate
the training speed by reducing the number of it-
erations per epoch, which is important given the
large scale training nodes in our learning scenarios,
yet at the expense of reducing the number of pos-
itive samples per node, and vice versa. However,
as verified in previous studies (Chien et al., 2022;
Fang et al., 2024), preserving a sufficient number of
structurally similar nodes is crucial to the success
of graph contrastive learning.

To address the dilemma, inspired by momen-
tum contrastive (He et al., 2020), we introduce a
lazy contrastive module by treating positive sample
encoding as dictionary look-up operation. Specif-
ically, we establish a dynamic dictionary across
various TAGs, which preserves and updates the
representations of positive samples on-the-fly us-
ing nodes in the batch size, thereby avoiding the
need to encode the text attributes of positive sam-
ples using LMs during the training. Formally, we
rewrite the standard contrastive loss in Eq. (1) to
an efficient version, expressed as:

Lv = −
∑
u∈Sv

log
exp (sim(f(Tv),yu)/τ)∑

k∈B
exp (sim(f(Tv), f(Tk))/τ)

s.t. yu = LookUp(E, Idx(u)).
(5)

Here, LookUp(·, ·) denotes a simple embedding
look-up operation based on the embedding table
En×d and the index of node u, where n =

∑m
i ni,

Inx(u) depends on both graph index and node in-
dex within the graph, and d represents the hidden
dimension. Compared to Eq. (1), learning through

Eq. (5) is efficient, as the representations of positive
samples y∗ are obtained via embedding retrieval
without the need for explicit text encoding. It is
also worth noting that Eq. (5) is memory-efficient
since y∗ is gradient-free, reducing the abundance of
intermediate tensors for gradient calculation. Con-
sequently, a larger batch size can be used to fur-
ther enhance the training speed. We empirically
demonstrate the efficacy of these designs in Table 5
(Appendix). Next, we will show how to effectively
implement the lookup operation.
Dictionary Update and Retrieval. Given m TAGs
{Gi}mi=1, we construct a dynamic embedding table
E to store embedding of all nodes’ text attributes
in m TAGs. Each node is uniquely identified in
E by combining its own index within the graph
and corresponding graph index. For example, let
vi,j represent the j-th node in graph Gi, then its
mapped node index in E is denoted as Idx(vi,j) =
j +

∑i−1
k=1 nk. Given vi,j and the intermediate LM

encoder f , we can update E on-the-fly as follows.

E(Idx(vi,j)) = f(Tvi,j ), v(i,j) ∈ B. (6)

Here, only nodes in B are used to update the embed-
ding table E, which gives rise to the name "lazy",
since it utilizes the encoded representations in pre-
vious iteration for dictionary updating. In parallel,
given the index of positive sample ui,j of node
vi,j , we extract its hidden representation via sim-
ple indexing, i.e., yui,jE(Idx(u)), which is LM
encoding-free and can accelerate the training speed.
Remark. In contrast to MoCo (He et al., 2020),
we do not employ an additional momentum LM
encoder to update the embedding table E over time.
Instead, we directly utilize the encoded central
nodes from previous training steps as the latest
representations for updating E. This design not
only enhances our training speed, as demonstrated
in Appendix Table 5, but also results in notable per-
formance improvements, as empirically verified in
Table 1, as it encourages the LM encoder to learn
from previous experiences.

4 Experiments

Throughout the experiments, we aim to answer the
following research questions. RQ1: How does
UniGLM perform against leading graph embed-
ding models in terms of node classification and link
prediction tasks? RQ2: How well does UniGFM
transfer in cross-domain and in-domain scenarios?
RQ3: How does each component of UniGLM, i.e.,
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Dataset Emb Types MLP GCN SAGE RevGAT

Computers

SE 57.34±0.47 (+30.47%) 70.22±0.40 (+15.55%) 71.02±0.27 (+15.28%) 70.54±0.23 (+17.11%)
BERT 54.04±0.20 (+38.43%) 66.88±0.24 (+21.32%) 67.25±0.12 (+21.74%) 65.69±0.05 (+25.76%)

GIANT 73.05±0.31 (+2.41%) 80.09±0.16 (+1.31%) 81.03±0.12 (+1.04%) 80.99±0.18 (+2.00%)
PATTON 71.60±0.30 (+4.48%) 78.64±0.14 (+3.18%) 79.98±0.15 (+2.36%) 78.97±0.23 (+4.61%)
MixGIA 65.34±0.16 (+14.49%) 75.13±0.08 (+8.00%) 75.83±0.20 (+7.97%) 75.67±0.25 (+9.17%)
UniGLM 74.81±0.14 81.14±0.19 81.87±0.10 82.61±0.13

Fitness

SE 78.07±0.18 (+15.78%) 83.20±0.19 (+9.18%) 83.65±0.17 (+8.98%) 84.26±0.16 (+8.12%)
BERT 74.92±0.26 (+20.65%) 80.77±0.23 (+12.47%) 81.29±0.19 (+12.14%) 80.96±0.49 (+12.52%)

GIANT 89.03±0.07 (+1.53%) 89.63±0.14 (+1.35%) 90.15±0.06 (+1.12%) 90.28±0.10 (+0.91%)
PATTON 89.60±0.22 (+0.88%) 90.03±0.21 (+0.90%) 90.61±0.12 (+0.61%) 90.58±0.22 (+0.57%)
MixGIA 82.83±0.12 (+9.13%) 86.05±0.11 (+5.57%) 86.59±0.16 (+5.28%) 86.63±0.15 (+5.16%)
UniGLM 90.39±0.08 90.84±0.08 91.16±0.11 91.10±0.16

PubMed

SE 68.06±2.03 (+20.45%) 73.41±3.02 (+9.06%) 74.25±2.48 (+10.07%) 72.56±1.16 (+11.78%)
BERT 59.79±2.71 (+37.11%) 69.96±2.36 (+14.44%) 63.12±2.43 (+29.48%) 64.34±3.10 (+26.06%)

GIANT 73.18±0.97 (+12.03%) 76.93±0.73 (+4.07%) 74.82±0.65 (+9.24%) 75.54±1.09 (+7.37%)
PATTON 79.64±1.30 (+2.94%) 82.57±0.71 (-3.04%) 80.26±0.95 (+1.83%) 80.58±1.94 (+0.66%)
MixGIA 71.11±2.51 (+15.29%) 76.86±0.61 (+4.16%) 73.71±1.32 (+10.88%) 73.85±1.01 (+9.83%)
UniGLM 81.98±1.32 80.06±1.83 81.73±1.06 81.11±0.69

Photo

SE 61.24±0.41 (+25.44%) 71.70±0.16 (+10.88%) 72.14±0.33 (+11.88%) 71.63±0.23 (+12.68%)
BERT 60.03±0.14 (+27.97%) 69.63±0.42 (+14.17%) 70.25±0.36 (+14.89%) 68.79±0.09 (+17.33%)

GIANT 77.43±0.27 (-0.79%) 79.79±0.14 (-0.36%) 81.17±0.23 (-0.57%) 80.69±0.43 (+0.02%)
PATTON 74.97±0.43 (+2.47%) 78.40±0.18 (+1.40%) 78.79±0.01 (+2.44%) 79.79±0.14 (+1.15%)
MixGIA 70.72±0.11 (+8.63%) 75.88±0.10 (+4.77%) 77.34±0.09 (+4.36%) 76.59±0.17 (+5.38%)
UniGLM 76.82±0.29 79.50±0.06 80.71±0.29 80.71±0.02

Table 1: Semi-supervised accuracy results on MLP and state-of-art GNNs with various embeddings for Children,
Computers, History, PubMed, and Ogbn-Arxiv datasets. More results can be seen in Appendix.

sampling strategy and efficient embedding table,
contribute to the performance? RQ4: What is
the impact of different pre-trained language model
backbones and hyper-parameter on UniGLM?

4.1 Experiments Setup

We evaluate UniGLM on eight TAG datasets (de-
tails in Tabel 9 in Appendix). UniGLM is com-
pared with multiple embedding models for node
classification and link prediction. Node classifi-
cation is conducted with MLP and GNNs (GCN,
GraphSAGE, RevGAT), while link prediction uses
MLP and Graph AutoEncoders. Our experiments
focus on semi-supervised and transfer learning set-
tings. More details can be found in Appendix.

4.2 Performance Evaluation

Node Classification. To answer RQ1, we con-
duct extensive experiments on eight benchmark
TAG datasets for node classification under the
semi-supervised setting. The results are shown
in Table 1 and in Table 8(Appendix). We observe
that: ① UniGLM significantly outperforms ex-
isting graph embedding models in node clas-
sification task with state-of-the-art GNNs and
MLP. Table 1 demonstrates that UniGLM consis-

tently achieves superior performance across most
datasets and models, often ranking first. Although
GIANT and PATTON improve over the SE method
by leveraging language models and graph structure,
UniGLM excels in most cases. ② Performance
improvements are proportional to the volume
of data used in training, demonstrating the ef-
fectiveness of the scaling law for TAGs. Specif-
ically, as depicted in Figure 2, training UniGLM
across all TAGs consistently outperforms the vari-
ant OneGLM trained on only a single TAG, with
the largest observed performance gap being 10%.
Furthermore, as indicated in Table 1 and Table 8,
co-purchase networks exhibit more substantial im-
provements compared to citation networks.
Link Prediction. To address RQ1, we evaluate
the UniGLM model for link prediction tasks using
a 5% training edge set under a transfer learning
setting. We train UniGLM on citation networks
and evaluate on co-purchase networks. The re-
sults are illustrated in Figure 3 and Figure 9 (Ap-
pendix). We observe that ③UniGLM exhibits a
robust cross-domain transfer capability, gener-
ally surpassing other baselines in link predic-
tion. Specifically, UniGLM achieves over 90% on
Ogbn-Product dataset, surpassing SE and BERT
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over 15%.
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Figure 2: Comparison of UniGLM and OneGLM with
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Figure 3: Comparison of UniGLM and baselines with
Link prediction task on MLP.

4.3 Transfer Ability
We discuss RQ2 in this section. From the cross-
domain perspective, we train model on one do-
main and apply the model to another. For instance,
we train on co-purchase datasets and test on ci-
tation networks, or vice versa. These setups are
benchmarked against BERT, GIANT fine-tuned on
Computers, and Patton pre-trained on Ogbn-Arxiv
and evaluate with node classification task. ④We
observe that training UniGLM with one do-
main can enhance the performance of other do-
main. Specifically, in Table 2 on History, UniGLM
trained on citation networks improves performance
most in co-purchase networks comparing to base-
lines, achieving a notable 80.22% accuracy.

For RQ2 in-domain perspective, we employ
UniGLM, trained using eight TAGs as the text en-
coder, to encode the unseen VideoGames dataset,
evaluating on both tasks. We use co-viewed edges
for training and evaluate on co-purchased edges
for link prediction. Results are shown in Table 3.
⑥ We observe that UniGLM exhibits superior

Dataset Emb Type Accuracy

History

BERT 78.79 ± 0.31
GIA(Computers) 77.35 ± 0.89
PATTON(Arxiv) 79.78 ± 0.29

UniGLM(Citation) 80.22 ± 0.40

Photo

BERT 60.03 ± 0.14
GIA(Computers) 75.37 ± 0.48
PATTON(Arxiv) 62.53 ± 0.68

UniGLM(Citation) 63.81 ± 0.36

PubMed

BERT 59.79 ± 2.71
GIA(Computers) 57.88 ± 4.56
PATTON(Arxiv) 61.37 ± 1.71

UniGLM(Purchase) 68.29 ± 3.63

Table 2: Accuracy under MLP with Cross-Domain Em-
beddings. Embedding types under transfer learning
settings(cross-domain) are underlined for comparison.
Highest results are bolded. Notebly, we do not consider
GIA(Computers) for Photo as cross-domain senario for
they are both co-purchase network.

in-domain transfer ability. Specifically, UniGLM
significantly outperforms BERT on both tasks,
highlighting UniGLM’s robustness and effective-
ness in in-domain transfer ability.

UniGLM BERT

Link Prediction AP 79.36± 0.01 58.23± 1.27
AUC 78.39± 0.01 57.54± 1.07

Node Classification ACC 50.88± 0.47 50.21± 0.28

Table 3: In-domain Transfer Ability-Comparison of
UniGLM and BERT on unseen VideoGames dataset

4.4 Ablation Study
To answer RQ3, from the perspective of sampling
strategies, we employ various methods for select-
ing positive samples with results shown in Figure 4.
⑦ We observe that it is crucial to consider both
node degree and graph density for proper struc-
ture information. To further answer RQ3, ex-
ploring the effect of embedding table, we compare
performance on node classification with or without
embedding table in Figure 5 and Figure 8. ⑧ We
observe that the embedding table not only de-
creases the training time but also increases the
performance of UniGLM.

To demonstrate the effect of different types of
pre-trained LM as backbones in RQ4, we use
BERT, RoBERTa and DeBERTa respectively and
the results can be seen in Figure 6 and Figure 10.
⑨ We observe that different encoder backbones
does not significantly affect the overall perfor-
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Figure 4: Ablation Study - Effect of Sample Strategy.
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Figure 5: Ablation Study - Effect of Embedding Table.

mance of UniGLM. The preference for encoders
may vary across different datasets. To test the
effect of hyper-parameter: number of positive sam-
ples in RQ4, we experiment with various sample
sizes, and the results are presented in Figure 7, re-
vealing that ⑩ with different sample sizes, results
are consistent, UniGLM is not sensitive to this
hyper-parameter .
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Figure 6: Ablation Study - Effect of different LLM
Backbones with node classification task on MLP.

5 Related Work

Our work is related to the following two directions.
Representation Learning on TAGs. Text-
attributed graphs (TAGs) have gained significant at-
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Figure 7: Hyper-parameter Analyse - Number of Posi-
tive Samples.

tention in both academia and industry. Early meth-
ods used shallow embedding techniques, which
struggled to integrate textual content with graph
structure. With pre-trained language models
(PLMs), features are now extracted and fed into
graph neural networks (GNNs), but this approach
often falls short. Recent studies have developed bet-
ter methods to integrate PLM features into GNNs,
improving model performance (Ioannidis et al.,
2022; Chien et al., 2022; Zhao et al., 2023a; Jin
et al., 2023).
Graph Foundation Models. Graph Foundation
Models (GFMs) aim to generalize across various
graphs and tasks. Xia et al. (Xia et al., 2023) pro-
posed OpenGraph, excelling in zero-shot learning.
Self-supervised learning (SSL) is crucial for pre-
training GFMs. Zhao et al. (Zhao et al., 2023b)
categorized SSL tasks based on graph-embedded
knowledge, enhancing model adaptability. Liu
et al. (Liu et al., 2023) identified challenges
and future directions for GFMs, while Tan et al.
(Tan et al., 2023) improved GFM generalizability
through structure reconstruction with their model.

6 Conclusion

In this study, we introduce UniGLM, a unified
framework designed to pre-train a single uni-
fied language model for TAGs across domains.
UniGLM features two main innovations: (1) an
adaptive sampling strategy that selects positive sam-
ples and (2) a dynamic embedding table that effi-
ciently encodes these samples on-the-fly to speed
up training. We validate UniGLM across diverse
TAGs from different domains, where it consistently
surpasses existing methods in node classification,
link prediction, demonstrating its superior transfer
ability, effectiveness and efficiency.
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Limitation

In this work, we primarily concentrate on employ-
ing language models as unified embedding frame-
works for Textual Attributed Graphs (TAGs). Look-
ing ahead, several interesting avenues emerge for
extending this research. Firstly, there is a com-
pelling need to explore foundation embedding mod-
els tailored for multimodal graphs. These models
could integrate diverse types of data, such as tex-
tual, visual, and auditory information, enhancing
the richness of the embeddings and opening up new
possibilities for graph analytics. Secondly, the ap-
plication of generative language models in graph
tasks presents a promising frontier. It is still un-
known how our UniGLM can be applied in that
direction. These directions not only promise to ex-
pand the capabilities of graph neural networks but
also bridge the gap between structured graph data
and unstructured multimodal data.
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A Appendix

Datasets. We evaluate the proposed UniGLM
framework using eight publicly available TAG
datasets. These datasets include two citation net-
works, namely PubMed (Sen et al., 2008) and
Ogbn-Arxiv (Hu et al., 2020), one co-purchase
network Ogbn-Product(subset) from TAPE (He
et al., 2024) and five E-commerce datasets ex-
tracted from Amazon (Ni et al., 2019): Electronics-
Computers (Computers), Books-History (History),
Books-Children (Children), Sports-Fitness (Fit-
ness), and Electronics-Photography (Photo). Note-
blely, we use another co-purchase network from
(He and McAuley, 2016) and (McAuley et al.,
2015) named VideoGames. For node classifica-
tion, we adhere to the standard data splits used
in prior research for PubMed, Ogbn-Arxiv, and
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Ogbn-Products, while we use a 5:20:75 split for
the E-commerce datasets. For link prediction, we
adopt the widely used 5:5:90 split and sample equal
number of negative links as positive links.

• PubMed (Sen et al., 2008). The PubMed
dataset consists of 19,717 scientific publica-
tions from PubMed database. The citation
network consists of 44,338links

• Ogbn-Arxiv (Hu et al., 2020). The Ogbn-
Arxiv dataset is a directed graph, representing
the citation network between all Computer
Science(CS) arXiv papers.

• Ogbn-Products(subset) (He et al., 2024).
The Ogbn-Products dataset represents an
Amazon product co-purchasing network, with
product decriptions as raw text.

• Electronics-Computers(Computers) (Ni
et al., 2019). The Electronics-Computers
dataset is a segment of the Amazon co-
purchase graph, where nodes represent
goods, edges indicate that two goods are
frequently bought together, node features
are bag-of-words encoded product reviews
by default, and class labels are given by the
product category.

• Books-History(History) (Ni et al., 2019).
Each node represents a book related to history
domain, edges indicate that two books are fre-
quently bought together and class labels are
given by the book category.

• Books-Children(Children) (Ni et al., 2019).
Each node represents a book related to child
domain, edges indicate that two books are
frequently bought together and class labels
are given by the book category.

• Sports-Fitness(Fitness) (Ni et al., 2019).
Each node represents a kind of item in Sports
and Fitness category.

• Electronics-Photography(Photo) (Ni et al.,
2019). This dataset contains review data from
Amazon platform. Each node represents a
review related to the item in camera category.

Baselines. We compare UniGLM with five tex-
tual feature extraction methods. Previously we
mentioned four methods including: SE, BERT,

GIANT, PATTON in Section 1. To comprehen-
sively compare the proposed UniGLM with exist-
ing methods on multiple-datasets, we implement
MixGIA as an additional baseline. MixGIA uti-
lizes the GIANT framework and is applied to mul-
tiple datasets, leveraging the structural informa-
tion of each dataset to fine-tune an a shared BERT
model. Specifically, original GIANT construct a
clustering tree to classify each node layer by layer.
Our implementation of MixGIA set a fix number of
layers for clustering tree and change the tree alone
with the dataset per layer.

Experimental Settings. For node classification,
we input the node embeddings from UniGLM into
MLP and several different state-of-art GNN mod-
els, including GCN (Mikolov et al., 2013), Graph-
SAGE (Hamilton et al., 2017) and RevGAT (Li
et al., 2021). We run experiments 5 times and re-
port the mean result and the standard deviation.
We explore link prediction ability under the trans-
fer learning setting, details are explained in link
prediction evaluation. We use AUC and AP as met-
rics for link prediction. We test with MLP and
Graph AutoEncoders (Kipf and Welling, 2016b).
For the reproducibility of our experiments, we em-
ploy GNN implementations from the PyG (Fey
and Lenssen, 2019) package. The default language
model backbone is Bert if not specified. Hyper-
parameters are shown below.

Hyperparameter Our hyperparameter for GNN
is set as same as TAPE (He et al., 2024). For
UniGLM, we have hyperparameter in Table 4 as
follow:

Hyperparameters

BATCH SIZE 64

TEMPERATURE 0.3

MAX SEQUENCE LENGTH 512

NUM POS SAMPLES (t) 6

Table 4: Hyperparemeters of UniGLM

Device and time cost. We compare the training
and inference time cost of GIANT, PATTON and
UGEmb. For GIANT and PATTON, the training
time is the sum of training all 8 TAGs listed above.
For UGEmb, it is the time to use all 8 TAGs to train
one model. Inference time is the time to encode
Ogbn-Arxiv for each method. We use a A800(80G)
for training and inference.

Additional Results In this section, we present
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GIANT PATTON UGEmb

Training Time 14.24h 5.4d 13.5h
Inference Time 30min 5h15min 29min

Table 5: Time Cost of Different Frameworks

further results and details not previously included
due to space constraints. These additional findings
further substantiate our research claims and provide
a deeper understanding of our study’s implications.

This figure 8 shows the result with or without
Embedding Table design.
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Figure 8: Ablation Study - Effect of Embedding Table.

This figure 9 shows the result of using GAE as
the inference model for link prediction.
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Figure 9: Average Precision with GAE

This figure 10 shows the result of using different
LLMs as backbone.

This table 7 shown additional results to prove
the effectiveness of our adaptive sampling strategy.

This table 6 shown additional results to prove
the effectiveness of our Embedding Table Module.

This table 8 is the other half of node classifica-
tion results.
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Figure 10: Ablation Study - Effect of different LLM
Backbones with node classification task on GCN.

Dataset Emb Type Accuracy

History with E 82.51±0.08
w/o E 81.96 ± 0.29

Computers with E 81.14±0.19
w/o E 80.14 ± 0.14

Children with E 50.26±0.15
w/o E 49.07 ± 0.25

Fitness with E 90.84±0.08
w/o E 90.68 ± 0.10

Table 6: More results of Ablation Study - Effect of
Embedding Table(GCN).

Dataset Emb Type Accuracy

History
w/o Node Degree 79.84 ± 0.24

w/o Graph Density 83.07 ± 0.31
with both 83.42 ± 0.18

PubMed
w/o Node Degree 76.04 ± 1.59

w/o Graph Density 82.35 ± 0.83
with both 81.98 ± 1.32

Children
w/o Node Degree 47.57 ± 0.29

w/o Graph Density 51.38 ± 0.20
with both 51.86 ± 0.31

Fitness
w/o Node Degree 90.03 ± 0.11

w/o Graph Density 88.62 ± 0.07
with both 90.39 ± 0.08

Ogbn-Products
w/o Node Degree 74.96 ± 0.57

w/o Graph Density 76.56 ± 1.14
with both 76.46 ± 0.21

Table 7: More results of Ablation Study - Effect of
Sample Strategy(MLP).
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Dataset Emb Types MLP GCN SAGE RevGAT

Children

SE 38.84±0.35 (+33.52%) 43.19±0.31 (+16.37%) 44.83±0.24 (+16.28%) 43.00±0.18 (+19.40%)
BERT 44.00±0.83 (+17.86%) 46.88±0.60 (+7.21%) 47.97±0.55 (+8.67%) 48.00±0.11 (+6.96%)

GIANT 48.95±0.23 (+5.94%) 48.47±0.35 (+3.69%) 51.41±0.42 (+1.40%) 50.63±0.36 (+1.40%)
PATTON 49.91±0.13 (+3.91%) 49.98±0.38(+0.56%) 52.01±0.50 (+0.23%) 51.07±0.21(+0.53%)
MixGIA 47.49±0.19 (+9.20%) 48.89±0.25 (+2.80%) 50.60±0.19 (+3.02%) 49.73±0.37 (+3.24%)
UniGLM 51.86±0.31 50.26±0.15 52.13±0.34 51.34±0.22

Ogbn-Products

SE 53.85±0.17 (+41.99%) 70.52±0.51 (+9.34%) 69.13±0.26 (+12.98%) 69.64±0.17 (+13.47%)
BERT 67.58±0.28 (+13.14%) 74.77±0.87 (+3.13%) 74.09±0.27 (+5.41%) 74.53±0.26 (+6.02%)

GIANT 72.46±0.33 (+5.52%) 69.77±0.42 (+10.52%) 68.69±1.19 (+13.70%) 71.89±0.30 (+9.92%)
PATTON 76.42±0.23 (+0.05%) 77.22±0.34 (-0.14%) 77.81±0.58 (+0.37%) 78.48±0.15 (+0.69%)
MixGIA 71.04±0.38 (+7.63%) 76.13±0.82 (+1.29%) 75.77±0.40 (+3.08%) 76.24±0.33 (+3.65%)
UniGLM 76.46±0.21 77.11±0.41 78.10±0.22 79.02±1.12

History

SE 73.19±0.36 (+13.98%) 77.03±0.70 (+7.11%) 77.63±0.22 (+7.29%) 77.83±0.27 (+6.68%)
BERT 78.79±0.31 (+5.88%) 80.33±0.33 (+2.71%) 80.63±0.33 (+3.30%) 80.69±0.22 (+2.90%)

GIANT 81.37±0.32 (+2.52%) 80.88±0.19 (+2.02%) 82.25±0.19 (+1.26%) 81.70±0.26 (+1.63%)
PATTON 82.88±0.24 (+0.65%) 82.41±0.20 (+0.12%) 83.43±0.18 (-0.17%) 82.94±0.07 (+0.11%)
MixGIA 81.47±0.32 (+2.39%) 81.68±0.24 (+1.02%) 82.55±0.23 (+0.90%) 82.26±0.26 (+0.94%)
UniGLM 83.42±0.18 82.51±0.08 83.29±0.17 83.03±0.23

Ogbn-Arxiv

SE 64.30±0.09 (+13.56%) 71.74±0.29 (+2.48%) 71.49±0.27 (+4.15%) 74.02±0.18 (+0.19%)
BERT 66.29±0.20 (+10.15%) 72.63±0.31 (+1.23%) 73.33±0.33 (+1.54%) 72.88±0.39 (+1.76%)

GIANT 73.08±0.06 (-0.08%) 73.29±0.10 (-0.31%) 74.59±0.28 (-0.17%) 75.96±0.09 (-2.37%)
PATTON 73.47±0.11(-0.61%) 73.59±0.20(-0.08%) 75.00±0.16(-0.72%) 74.08±0.12(+0.11%)
MixGIA 67.62±0.24 (+7.99%) 73.07±0.30 (+0.62%) 73.70±0.10 (+1.03%) 73.57±0.39 (+0.80%)
UniGLM 73.02±0.11 73.52±0.23 74.46±0.12 74.16±0.51

Table 8: Semi-supervised accuracy results on MLP and state-of-art GNNs with various embeddings for Fitness,
Photo, and Ogbn-Products datasets.

Data # Nodes # Edges # Ave Token #classes
PubMed 19, 717 44, 338 391 3

Ogbn-Arxiv 169, 343 1, 166, 243 235 40
Ogbn-Products 54, 025 74, 420 163.18 47

Electronics-Computers 87, 229 808, 310 117 10
Books-History 41, 551 400, 125 302 12
Books-Children 76, 875 1, 631, 453 280 27
Sports-Fitness 173, 055 1, 946, 555 30 13

Electronics-Photography 48, 362 549, 290 191 12

Table 9: Dataset statistics of eight text-attributed graphs (TAGs).
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